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To inform the Panel Study and drawing mainly on psychological research, we conducted a review of the main theoretical
models of decision-making and choice.

Classical decision making models: economic man and rationality The prevailing model used in early theories
of decision making and still widely accepted by scientists though in a more relaxed way is a model of
economic human or economic man Polic,  For example, it is relatively uncontroversial that it is rational to
have derived goals. It was found with assigned choices and spontaneously made choices. The notion of
subjective value, or utility, of the alternatives among which the decision maker should choose is the central
idea of most of the classical theories of choice is based on Edwards,  Gill G. The theory of riskless choice had
its origins in the notions of utility maximization put by Jeremy Bentham and James Mill. This approach
starting in s is offering quite different emphasizes, and moved research from laboratory into dynamic natural
settings, from naive to the expert decision makers and from the decision events to the real processes, to the
greater tasks of which decisions are part. A team of neuroscientists discovered that our brains interpret
decisions which take a longer amount of time as less confident ones. Nowadays such understanding of human
behavior as biased and irrational is criticized also from the normative and prescriptive standpoints. Emotions
If goals are situation dependent then we desperately need the explanation of the mechanism which makes
particular goals salient under specific circumstances. In the interdisciplinary research group GAINS
Governance and Innovation in Social Services they investigate the transformative capacity of social services
as well as the broader alignments of social and economic policies at multiple governance levels, including
public-private initiatives. Each of the above discussed premises and axioms, though crucial for the
sustainability of the classical model and the theory as a whole were constantly criticized both by the
economists themselves and more and more by the scholars of other sciences. Current Directions in
Psychological Science, 10 6 , pp. After creating a simple model and placing it within a dynamic environment,
they examined effects and results based on optimal decision theory and evolutionary invasion analysis. Both
fields contributed considerably to our understanding of human choice, but many issues are still to be resolved.
Further if humans are maximizers, then only under the limiting influence of the environment. In words of Hill
the preferences exist, amenable to being discovered or revealed. In the same vein Krantz and Kunreuther state
that the goals considered by the decision maker are context dependent, as are their subjective values. In other
words, besides the utility associated with the attainment of goal or the set of goals I call it goal-related utility
or GRU , people often strive for the pleasure they experience during the process of moving to the goal I call it
process-related utility or PRU. American Psychologist, 50 5 , pp. This unwillingness to look inside the black
box of human psycho leads to the theory of fixed preferences and axioms of transitivity and invariance. The
opposite effect in the first set of data or other information is termed primacy effect. A central aspect of utility
for economics is hedonic utility, the units of pleasure and pain that the brain assigns to each and every event in
the world Ariely and Norton,  And constructive view has much to offer in this regard. The more time it takes
to make a decision, the less confident we feel. Emotions therefore should not be viewed as threats to
rationality. The goals whose values are elicited are simple rather than compound. The major emphasis is made
on the structure and relative importance of different goals for the DM. The alternatives can involve risks and
uncertainties; they may require sequential actions at different times; and the set of alternatives might be either
finite or infinite. As an example I am using the decisions people make on everyday basis. Collective
decision-making is inferior to individual instinct. Importantly, while it may seem the loss is only our own,
truth is, the group as a whole suffers by missing out on the benefits of unique instinctual response. Essentially,
then, we rely on our beliefs about social norms to make decisions. The researchers distinguish between
perceived short-term and long- term outcomes of activities. It is very important to see all these parameters as
subjective and subject to changes under influence of the environment. Philosophy Compass, 2. The most close
to PRU term which could be found in the literature is also related to the work of Kahneman and defined as the
moment-utility, which refers to the valence good or bad and to the intensity mild to extreme of current
affective or hedonic experience Interestingly Kahnemann also believes that the moment-utility is the building
block for a construct of objective happiness. Delen op Twitter Decision making and choice behaviour How
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people make decisions and choices is based on several psychological and neural processes, including
motivational and cognitive control, as well as reinforcement learning. The higher the initial PRU of college the
DM enjoys the class, the topic is interesting , the smaller is the chance of preference reversal even when the
environmental factors have the opposite influence. According to Weiss et al the applicability of the SEU
model was greatly expanded when decision analysts realized that non-economic decisions could be
conceptualized similarly. It assesses the optimality of rules in achieving certain goals.


